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Winter allotments at Restalrig.

The Welcoming Sustainable
Garden
Chiara Puppi, Food Growing Coordinator at The Welcoming
Association writes:
The Welcoming Sustainable Garden at Saughton Mains
allotments is part of our climate change project ‘Welcoming a
Greener Future’, funded by the Climate Challenge Fund. We
have been running the Climate Change Project since 2015 but
Food Growing is a relatively new area for us and we started
working on the garden only in April 2018. As part of the Food
Growing programme we also deliver workshops at The
Welcoming and we support newly arrived Syrian families to
start their own food growing at home.

The garden aims to be a community demonstration garden for
our volunteers and participants to learn about food growing,
share skills and spend some quality time outside in nature.
Therefore, the ultimate goal is not so much the amount of food
harvested but the environmental and social benefit deriving
from it.
To reflect the diversity of resources available in the community,
the garden is organised into 5 areas: raised bed garden,
traditional row garden, experimental garden (where we
currently practice synergistic gardening), a plant nursery with a
polytunnel, and a social space that can be utilised for outdoor
English Classes, creative workshops and befriending events.
The Sustainable Garden is maintained by a team of migrants
and local volunteers and the food harvest is either used at
community workshops/events or shared with The Welcoming’s
participants and volunteers.
Over the last two years the outdoor space has proved to be an
excellent resource for The Welcoming, our participants and our
volunteers.

“Thank you for letting me be a part of your wonderful team this
year at the allotment. It has been so special getting to know
participants and volunteers alike and learning so much about
gardening. Some of my happiest memories have been down at
the allotment. It is such a beautiful thing you all do, and I have
been so proud to have been part of it!”
Sustainable Garden Volunteer – September 2019

All photos: The Welcoming.

Zoo Poo Hits Saughton
Mains
Jan Bradbury of Saughton Mains writes:
A bright sunny day in November saw the third of our annual
deliverys of zoo poo from Edinburgh Zoo. It is a day much
anticipated by plot holders eager to get their barrowloads of
the magic stuﬀ on their plots, or bagged up, before the winter.
The zoo poo is free but the Allotment Association has to pay
for haulage. We have used a couple of diﬀerent contractors
over the last 2 years. If other sites want to organise a delivery
to their site be advised to make sure the contractors don't
require payment for a set number of hours and charge a
second allocation of hours if the driver is 15 minutes over the
allotted time. You need an access road wide enough for the
vehicle to get down, somewhere for it to turn round, and area
where it can be dumped.

Digging the dirt.

We had 2 x 20 ton loads in mega-skips at a cost of just over
£400, more expensive than last year because we used a
diﬀerent contractor. We charged £1 a barrowload and
organised a rota for collecting the cash on Friday and over the
weekend. It is always a very sociable occasion where you
meet plotholders from all over the site and swap stories of
exploits, gardening or otherwise!
This year we made a small loss because of the higher haulage
costs but it was very popular and had all been barrowed away
by Saturday lunchtime.
Next year we will use a diﬀerent contractor, and look at limiting
the number of barrows people have on Friday and Saturday to
make sure there is some left on Sunday.
In the meantime we are looking forward to some bumper crops
next year!

The perfect Christmas present for an allotment holder. Look at that
steam rising forth!

Information for other sites:
The Zoo Poo is free but you must provide the transport. This
means skips or a tipper truck are ideal for a big site with good
access but won't be suitable for smaller sites. For this trailer
hire might be the answer.
Contact details and a bit of further background can be found
in the September 2017 FEDAGA Newsletter (Extra Edition) and
further information on how good this stuﬀ is for growing
allotment produce can be read in this archive Scotsman
article.

The Allotment Glut-Busting
Cookbook
Lady Road Allotments Association has put together an
Allotment Glut-Busting Cookbook which is available through
the FEDAGA website here in anticipation of users making a
donation. The deadline for donations is Christmas Eve.
The aim of the book is to help to end homelessness.
Why Social Bite?
Nearly 29,000 people were found to be legally homeless in
Scotland in 2017/18.
The numbers in temporary accommodation are under 11,000.
10% of Scottish households contain ‘concealed households’ people who would live separately if they were able to.
The number of families in temporary accommodation has
increased by 25% in the past three years.
Source: Joseph Rowntree Foundation, The Homelessness
Monitor 2019.
“I think Scotland is on a journey to providing help and hope.
There's so much commitment from all walks of life; from the
government, from local authorities, from the private sector,
from charities and importantly, from the general public. I think
we've got a unique opportunity to make a big statement to the
rest of the world that we are a country that looks after the most
vulnerable people among us”
Josh Littlejohn, Social Bite co-founder.
None of these statistics are inevitable. If we choose to act to
end homelessness in our society, we can do it. Please help us
to raise funds for Social Bite by downloading this book,
enjoying our tasty recipes and making a donation.
100% of proceeds go to Social Bite causes.

November's Wildlife Watch
Spotted in November on the plot at Lady Road:
Blue Tit, Bullfinch (flock of several pairs on 20th and 24th unusual to see so many together - migrants?), Chaﬃnch,
Crow/Rook, Dipper, Goldcrest, Goldfinch, Great Spotted
Woodpecker, Great Tit, Grey Wagtail, Hedge Sparrow,
Jackdaw, Kestrel/Sparrowhawk?, Long-Tailed Tit, Magpie,
Mistle Thrush, Redwing (1st of the season spotted on 20th these handsome small thrushes come down from Scandinavia
in winter), Robin, Song Thrush, Wood Pigeon, Wren.
Many thanks to Chris McKinnell for the regular sightings over
the year. Next year we are hoping to expand the wildlife
monitor - watch this space for details!

This redwing is posing nicely for Christmas.

Composting Bin Oﬀer
Nick Cook of Dean Allotments writes:
We have elected to adopt communal composting on our site.
As a result we have surplus plastic compost bins to oﬀer - free
to anyone able to collect. The bins are sitting on the paved
area beside our hut at the car park end of our site at Gallery
Two, Belford Road.
You are advised to check with Nick that bins are still available
before making the journey.

